
Failing to plan is like 
planning to fail.  
We’ve all heard that and yet 

many business owners fail to 

plan for exiting their businesses, 

whether it’s through a sale,  

an ESOP or some other type  

of transition.

Whatever the transition, the 

best approach is to put some key 

elements in place to maximize 

the value of the company.  Here 

are six critical areas of your 

business you should focus on:

Build a solid management 
team and deep bench 
strength.  That means starting 
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at the top by developing an 

executive team that has clearly 

deined	roles	and	responsibilities	
and hire the best people you 

can.  When you have a great 

management team you will have 

better decision making because 

your team members will have  

high level, specialized knowledge 

and you will have clear direction 

from team members who have  

a deep understanding of their 

roles and responsibilities.

Building	strong	managers	and	
directors underneath your 

executive team will give you 

bench strength to move people 

into positions that may be  

vacated or newly created 

positions as your company  

grows.		Developing	a	high	
performing team will give you 

the	ability	to	ill	vacancies	quickly	
and without slowing down the 

momentum you are creating.
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“You wouldn’t get in a car 

and drive around aimlessly, 

hoping to eventually arrive 

at a pleasant destination. So 

why would you even consider 

doing this for your business?” 

- Koos Kruger, Business Exit 

Expert and Author



Clean up the Books.  This 

process should start with a 

professional accounting audit and 

continues through to actually 

doing the recommendations in 

the audit.  Examples of some 

recommendations might be 

better documentation of cash 

management,	beneits,	expenses	
and other details in your books.

Conduct a Business Audit.  
This goes beyond an accounting 

audit	into	having	an	outside	irm	
audit your processes, operations, 

management structure, sales and 

marketing process, departmental 

structure and other processes that 

may	be	unique	to	your	business.		
Recommendations	from	this	
audit should be implemented and 

followed	up	on	annually.		First,	
tackle the areas that will bring the 

most value to the company and 

then work on the lesser items as 

you move through the process.

JEFF BlEACHER

“Transitioning a business is an  
arduous process that can have dificult 
periods of adjustment for everyone in 
the business.  Having outside profes-
sional advisors can help pave the way 
for a smoother process and increase 
value in the business so that a sale is 
at a higher level than when the process 
irst started.  Five to seven years may 
seem like a long time for planning but 
it’s the best way to avert a crisis that 
could happen without a plan.”

KEN FAlK 
“Get a valuation on your business when 
you start the process so you know 
what your benchmark is and what you 
need to improve upon.  Many business 
owners don’t want to spend the money 
to do this, even though it’s relatively 
inexpensive.  When they don’t get a 
valuation they are missing opportunities 
for improvement and therefore  
forfeiting value in the long run.”

Form an Advisory Board.  
Bring	in	six	to	seven	people	who	
have proven to be successful 

business owners who will 

understand your business and 

are able to give you independent, 

smart advice and will ask you the 

tough	questions	your	employees	
won’t	ask.		Find	people	who	are	
willing	to	spend	the	time	(in	
exchange	for	compensation)	to	
help you increase the value of 

your	company.		Don’t	invite	your	
golf buddies, relatives or friends 

unless they meet the business 

criteria and even then you’re 

better off with executives who’ve 

been in your shoes.

Manage the Rumor Mill.  
Rumors	of	an	impending	sale	
or owner transition always 

makes employees nervous so 

stay neutral without making any 

promises of what could happen.  

A	“stay	agreement”	can	be	used	
with	key	employees	that	speciies	
the terms and conditions under 

which an employee can leave.  

Talk with your attorney and 

your	HR	Director	to	see	what’s	
appropriate in your situation 

and if it’s enforceable with key 

employees who might be affected 

with stock options.
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 “If you change  

the way you look  

at things,  

the things you  

look at will change.” 

- Wayne Dyer
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Don’t call it Retirement.   
John Warrillow, author of Built to 
Sell: Turn Your Business into One You 
Can Sell, thought of a few. Perhaps 

you	want	to…

•		Become	an	angel	investor;

•		Capitalize	on	an	unsolicited	offer	
for	your	business;

•		Write	a	serious	check	to	a	
charity;

•		Get	rid	of	your	mortgage;

•		Start	a	bigger,	faster	and	more	
proitable	business;

•		Live	debt	free;

•		Take	a	year	off	to	coach	your	
kid’s	baseball	team;

•		Buy	a	beach	house

Check	out	more	of	what	
Warrillow has to say on selling 

your business.

Take Care of Yourself.   
Even though planning can make 

for a smooth transition, it 

can still be a stressful process 

and can take a toll on your 

health.		Build	downtimes	into	
your schedule, get massages 

on a regular basis, spend time 

in nature, go on a retreat or 

vacation with family and friends 

– do whatever it is that helps 

with	your	stress	level.		Go	out	
strong and leave a legacy of 

which you are proud.
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RBF	is	a	Lancaster,	PA	CPA	and	consulting	
irm	specializing	in	providing	accounting	and	
consulting services with the highest integrity.

JEFF GROFF

“Preparing for a taxable event is a key 
element in thinking about a sale or 
transition in the future. Giving yourself 
enough time to prepare for that can 
make a huge difference when the 
transition occurs and can impact the 
company’s potential value.”

PATRICK GENdRuE

“Many business owners are so busy 
with putting out today’s ires that they 
never get to the planning.  That’s a 
set-up for failure and a scenario that 
we talk to our clients about every year.  
Those that begin the planning process 
are always thankful that they did and 
have greater peace of mind as a result.”

Disclaimer of Liability:	Our	irm	provides	this	
information for general guidance only, and does 
not constitute the provision of legal advice, tax 
advice, accounting services, investment advice, or 
professional consulting of any kind. The information 
provided herein should not be used as a substitute 
for consultation with professional tax, accounting, 
legal,	or	other	competent	advisers.	Before	making	
any decision or taking any action, you should 
consult a professional adviser who has been 
provided with all pertinent facts relevant to your 
particular situation. Tax articles are not intended 
to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, 
for	the	purpose	of	avoiding	accuracy-related	
penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. 
The	information	is	provided	“as	is,”	with	no	
assurance or guarantee of completeness, accuracy, 
or timeliness of the information, and without 
warranty of any kind, express or implied, including 
but not limited to warranties of performance, 
merchantability,	and	itness	for	a	particular	purpose.

“Your life does  

not get better  

by chance, it gets  

better by change.”  

       - Jim Rohn
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